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Ferraro Speech A Success!

"Balancing Personal & Professional Life:

. .but my choice was to stay at home
with my children while they were young."
After returning to work, with her
young family still very much in need of
her motherly assistance, Ms. Ferraro
soon launched her first bid for Congress.
"To go back into the work force, I had
an army of support, [relatives] within
walking distance, and a housekeeper ..."
Ferraro recanted. Especially speaking to
the young women in the audience, Ms.
Ferraro said that during her time at
work (and in Washington, D.C.) "I
always knew where my children were. I
felt very guilty." As a result, she was a
very overprotective mother. Ms. Ferraro
made it clear that "expectations of
certain jobs to be performed by women,
come from within as well as from
society," and the most common notion is

Family, Law, and Politics."
After being introduced by Ms. Sylvia
Brennan, Co-Chair of the Women's Law
Caucus, Ms. Ferraro delivered what she
called "twenty minutes of prepared
brilliance," before answering audience
questions. During her speech Ms.
Ferraro mentioned that she "would
rather be working down on 1600
Pennsylvania Avenue." The former New
York Congresswoman and Democratic
Vice-Presidential candidate, told the
attentive audience that she is "a product
_ of Catholic Schools, from kindergarten
through law school." She said, "As a
result of this training, I was taught to
think critically." This ability was very
important in the 1960's when it was
"tough for women to get [legal] jobs."
Ferraro shared, "I really enjoyed work.

takers" of children and families.
"I'm not super woman," Ferraro said,
"life is full of unexpected challenges ...
[and at some time] personal life
interferes with career." In those
situations Ms. Ferraro's advice was to
"set your priorities right ... most often
you have to give with one or [the] other,
usually the career."
A question and answer session
followed Ms. Ferraro's prepared
statements, and the very impressive
politician fielded inquiries from the near
capacity audience for about 30 minutes.
Among the most interesting of her
responses was Ms. Ferraro's pick for the
'92 Presidential ticket. She admitted that
as an "Italian New Yorker, Governor
Continued on Page Fifteen

by Gregory J. Johnson

On February 21, 1991, the Honorable
Geraldine Ferraro delivered a
charismatic address to a receptive CUA
audience in a special lecture on
attempting to achieve a balance between
personal and professional life. The
Women's Law Caucus and the Student
Bar Association co-sponsored the
lecture, and the group members along
with many law student leaders, faculty,
and administrators attended an evening
reception in Ms. Ferraro's honor. Ms.
Ferraro talked with students, posed for
pictures, and even signed a few
autographs during the gathering before
going to make her address, entitled

that "women are the primary care

Students were all smiles at the 91 Days Until Graduation party at the Front Page on February
20th. Revelers are, left to right, Joe Morra, Wendy Silverberg, J.D. Pallante, Chris Mattingly, and
im McGovern.
TMC.

INFRA...

Students, faculty, and administrators welcome Geraldine Ferraro at a pre-speech reception on
February 21st. Left to right, Dean Rohner, Sylvia Brennan, Geraldine Ferraro, and Tom
O'Dea.
Pbolo
TMC.

Award Winner, at 5;

RAPE SUSPECT
CAPTURED
by Anne Woodworth
Staff Writer

On February 6, 1991, at 7:30pm, a
young woman walking from the bus stop
on Michigan Avenue was stopped close
to the mini-shopping center by a man
asking, "What time is it?" The man was
described as a black male in his early
30's, 5'10", 165 pounds, with a beard and
mustache, and one upper front tooth
missing. He wore a ski jacket and dark
pants. Before she knew what was
happening, he forced her at knife point
to walk with him to a deserted area on
the edge of CUA's campus. Through a
dark, empty parking lot near the- Shrine,
he forced her down the hill to an
isolated spot. After talking with the
young woman for about half an hour
and revealing his nickname "Spud," the
suspect assaulted the woman and raped
her. Then he robbed her and asked,
incredibly, if she wanted a ride home.
Soon afterwards, Campus Security
officers in the area spotted the victim
running down the street, and they pulled
over to check it out. Upon hearing her
story, they took her to the security
building where the D.C. Police were
notified. Because of the woman's
detailed description of the perpetrator,
l).C. Police were able to make an
accurate composite drawing, which was
then distributed across campus by CUA
Security. Director of the Campus

·Trials, at 9;

Department of Public Safety, Clay
Goldston claims, "After the incident, we
got very good support from the Campus
Community. We got lots of calls, and we
investigated each call. Everyone was
. cooperating." Although "one suspect was
detained within a week of the crime, he
wasn't the right guy," and the police
couldn't catch the alleged perpetrator.
Two days after the sexual assault, a
male university employee was robbed at
knife point by a man fitting the earlier
description. In fact, several students and
employees reported encounters with a
man fitting the description who
approached them asking, "What time is
it?" But by the time these encounters
were reported to Security and checked
out, the suspect was always gone.
Students and employees spent over a
week in fear of the suspect still at large.
One undergraduate student in particular
was anxious to get the suspect off the
street because he knew the rape victim;
he saw first-hand her fear and suffering.
This student is solely responsible for
notifying Officer Katrina Davis of the
suspect's whereabouts, which resulted in
the arrest. He wishes to remain
anonymous because of concern for the
safety of himself and his family. He
knows the suspect lived in this area and
is wary of reprisals. A very special, civicminded young man, he is not interested
in glory or accolades, "I just wanted to
Continued on Page Ten

Security, at 13.
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GOING HOME
but...everything was as before."
Professor Ludwikowski taught Legal
[This article is Part II of an interview Philosophy at the Jagiellonian University
with Professor Ludwikowski in which he prior to coming to the United States and
expresses his insights and feelings about was Chair of the Department of Legal
returning to Poland and the recent and and Political Ideas. When questioned
ongoing changes in Eastern Europe.]
how he felt about returning to teach
While abroad last semester, Professor there this summer, he commented that
Ludwikowski and his family made two he would enjoy it immensely. What he
trips to Poland. The first trip was in hoped for most was to return to the
October for seven days and second in Jagiellonian University for a semester
November for five weeks. It was the first and to teach in Polish.
visit back to Poland since his family left
Professor Ludwikowski was extremely
in 1982, shortly after martial law was busy during the first visit to Poland
imposed by the Communist trying to coordinate efforts for CUA
Government. At the time, he accepted Law School's first study abroad
an invitation to lecture at Stanford program. He unfortunately had little
University. During his first lecture, the time to tour. Agnes, Ludwikowski's 14
Polish Government publicly announced year old daughter and a typical teenager,
his defection. He asserted, "I was quite was desperately searching for her roots.
fortunate because I took my family with Although English is her first language,
me and just four suitcases. We did not she is also fluent in Polish. "For her, it
have any way back at that time, so we was an extremely emotional event which
decided to stay." After one year, the I never expected. I thought she would be
family relocated to Washington, D.C. bored to death," said Ludwikowski.
where Professor Ludwikowski taught in Thinking his teenage daughter would
the Politics Department here at CUA miss the shopping malls and telephone
and then moved to the Law School.
conversations with friends, he was
In 1982 the ·Polish Government pleasantly surprised when she spent
claimed that Ludwikowski had almost ev.ery evening in the Polish
cooperated in establishing a theatre, with family, or locating ancestral
"conservative" society organization m homes. She also spent a number of
Cracow that cooperated with or hours walking through Cracow,
contributed to the emergence of cemeteries looking for family ancestors.
Solidarity, the politically active labor "I was amazed myself just watching this
union. Ludwikowski has been a member _unexpected reaction," Ludwikowski
of Solidarity since the establishment of stated. "We all need some roots, and she
the union. "It was half-true. I published needed them badly. So it was emotional,
a lot of western conservatism works. He but not as emotional as expected
explained that "conservatism" is because I was so busy...walking from
concerned with the preservation of one meeting to the next."
national history, language, family,
Professor Ludwikowski also
literature, and the Polish heritage. I had commented on the political and
some students, assistants, and junior economical changes occurring in Poland.
professors who under my supervision "They are visible everywhere. This last
wrote some books on Polish and governmental team led by Prime
European Conservatism, but to call it a Minister Mazowiecki applied shock
society, would be much too much." "At therapy to the economy of the Polish
that time, no sort of conservative parties society. It was orchestrated or drafted by
or societies were permitted in Poland. I two American experts, Jeffrey Sacks and
was not arrested but they tried to David Lipton (not to be confused with
'persuade' me that it would be good for our own Professor Lipton). It is quite
them and for me if I left for a short successful, let's say partially successful.
time period abroad, so I did," he The hyper inflation was stopped. In
remarked. Conservatism also looks August it was 1.8% in last fall it was
towards a free-market economy. He 4.8%." This is still low and Ludwikowski
commented that Solidarity is not a projects it may increase up to 12% by
"conservative" movement but has roots the end of the year. He believes this is
in Social Conservatism which acceptable for this period of the
contributed to the emergence of experiment. The currency has been
Solidarity.
stabilized and made convertible on the
When the changes started to occur in world market. There is plenty of food
Poland in 1988, Professor Ludwikowski and products for purchase with a growth
could still not return to Poland. "I never in outdoor markets and compete with
thought [the changes] would come so state owned shops. Vendors are coming
quickly, and I would be permitted to from other countries such as; Romania,
~ Poland," he stated.
Bulgaria, the USSR, Germany, and
So this year while in Germany, Czechoslovakia to purchase goods
Ludwikowski and his family decided to because they are cheaper in Polish
return for the first time since leaving. shops. Ludwikowski mentioned also that
When asked about his feelings about there is a lot of visible progress and
returning he commented, "It was enthusiasm. There is a trade surplus of
delightful for all of us." "It was as several billion dollars, and Poland is
emotional as you can imagine. The old beginning to trade with the West selling
city of Cracow and the J agiellonian coal, agricultural products, cosmetics,
University where I used to teach was chemicals, and some manufactured
intact. The city is 1,000 years old and the goods. Poland has been quite successful
pollution was terrible, but the ancient according to Ludwikowski.
There are some problems however.
houses are the same as they were ... the
sculptures of the lions are losing their Salaries have been either slashed or
shape and looking more like old cows, frozen and governmental subsidies have

by Tamara L. McNulty

been eliminated. "The people are saying
they are paying first world prices but
getting third world wages," commented
Ludwikowski. "It is not easy. The group
at the bottom of the society is poorer
and there are some financial elite at the
top," which Ludwikowski said he
expected with the move toward a market
economy. This type of polarization is
expected during the first stages of a
market economy. The poor get poorer
and the rich get richer.
One change that Ludwikowski was
amazed about is the emergence of a
quickly growing middle class, doctors,
lawyers and even srµall business owners.
They are living a decent life.
Ludwikowski sees this as a promising
development because the new class will
guarantee stability of any system.
The privatization of business is going

slowly though. The. concep( of
privatization is still not quite clear for
some. "There are some 8,000 state
owned enterprises which the
Government would love to offer to
foreign investors," stated Ludwikowski.
He pointed out that this would not be a
quick and simple process. He
commented that former British Prime
Minister Margaret Thatcher had
privatized only 13 enterprises during her
term, which involved great effort. "So, if
we expect it to happen overnight in
Poland, we are most wrong,"
Ludwikowski stated. "The process is
going on though."
When asked how events in the Gulf
might impact on developments in
Poland, Ludwikowski commented, "Well,
I do not see any specific or distinct links.
Obviously, prices of gasoline were going
Continued on Page Fifteen

Study Law in

CRACOW, POLAND
June 17 - July 26, 1991
·,
•Experience the transformation of Eastern Europe
"Mudy with Polish students at the
Jagiellonian University, one of the oldest and
most prestigious universities in Eastern Europe
•courses include: Doing Business in' Eastern Europe,
International Business Transactions, and International
Trade Regulation
"Classes taught by faculty from the Jagiellonian
University and The Columbus School of Law,
The Catholic University of America
•stay in the medieval
city of Cracow with
field trips to Polish courts,
government agencies, and
historical sites

For a brochure and application
form, write or call:

The Comparative and
International Law Program,
The Catholic University or America
The Columbus School or Law
Washington, D.C. 20064
(202) 319-5140

. -_-:_-:.

"::':.-.
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Keep Them in Your Thoughts

Tom O'Dea and his cousin, Jim O'Dea, First
Lieutenant in the Army Corps or Engineers.
Photo by TMC.

Editor's Note: Listed below are names of
family and friends of members of our
Law School Community who are serving Cpl. Edward J. Miller, USMC. Brother
of Amy Miller, Third Year Day.
in the Gulf. We ask that you take a
moment to remember them. If you have
someone who you would like to include, Petty Officer Wendell J. Reid, Navy USS Peugeot. Brother of KD Reid,
please ,drop us a note with their name and
Security
Officer.
division. We will continue to run this
column and keep them in our thoughts
Navigator George Macchia, US Air
and prayers until they all come home.
Force. Cousin of Regina Michaels, ·Chief Warrant Officer John Bell, 101st
Second
Year Day.
Airborne, U.S. Army. Cousin of
Major Richard Naumann, 157th
Martha Pellegrini, Third Year
Tactical Fighter Squadron (F-16A
Evening.
fighter pilot). Uncle of Amy Ffeiffer, LCDR Mike French, Naval Flight
Officer in Viking Squadron 24 (USS
Third Year Day.
Theodore Roosevelt). Husband of Chief Warrant Officer Robin Bell, 101st
Loree French, Third Year Day.
Airborne, U.S. Army.' Cousin of
Captain Troy Cooper, 82nd Airborne.
Martha Pellegrini, Third Year
Evening.
Todd Pernell, SPEC4 in the Army. Half- Sergeant Peter Lutz, Armour Division.
Brother of Bill Lutz.
brother of Jeff Moore, Custodian.
Sergeant David Pernell, Navy. Half-

brother of Jeff Moore, Custodian.

Attention
PLEASE NOTE

Engineers. Cousin of Tom O'Dea.

Thurgood Marshall
Ainerican Inn of Court
NOTICE: To all first and second year
day students

Friday, March 1, 1991 is the last day
to resolve grades of Incomplete from the FROM: Professor Fred W. Bennett
previous semester. It is also the last day
to withdraw from an elective course RE: Joining the CUA Thurgood
(while maintaining the minimum course Marshall American Inn of Court
load) without the instructor's approval.

Resume
Service

First Lt. Jim O'Dea, Army Corps of

You may have read the article in the
February 11, 1991, edition of Judicial
Notice in regards to applying for student
membership in the Thurgood Marshall
American Inn of Court. If you did read

the article or are otherwise interested in with the faculty receptionist (Betsy
joining, please note the following:
Tryon) on the second floor of Leahy.
Either attac.h a note or 'Place the
1. Please submit a letter of interest and documents in an envelope to my
a copy of your resume to me, not to attention.
either Professor Lester or Professor
Panzer. I will then provide Professors 3. The deadline for applying is Friday,
Lester and Panzer with copies of all March 22, 1991. I will then meet with
resumes and cover letters that are Professors Lester and Panzer to decide
submitted to me. Please note that we on which students will be selected.
assume that anyone that applies IS BOTH first and second year, students
interested in a possible career as a trial will be selected.
lawyer.
Reprinted from memo distributed to
2. Leave your resume and cover letter students. ·

GRADUATING STUDENTS

====-{\
.... ....

For high quality resumes,
matching cover sheets and
envelopes, depend on Kinko's,
. the copy center.

kinko•s·

the copy center
TRINI1Y SQUARE
204 Michigan Ave., N .E.
(202) 232-7124

Monday, February 25, 1991
A friendly reminder:

TODAY
is the last day to order
graduation announcements and caps / gowns.
Orders will be taken in

Leahy Lobby
11:00am to 7:00pm
After today, only mail orders will be accepted!
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INCORRECT SPEECH
by Elizabeth M. Lang
Third Year Day

Graduation Committee member Beth Ernst and Co-Chairs Gioia Ligos and Kirsten HaefeleJennings at the 91 Days Until Graduation party.
Photo by TMC.

Graduation Committee
The 91 Days Until Graduation Party
was a BLAST! Thanks to all who
attended. Be sure and come to our next
official function as well!
Anyone interested in becoming class
speaker: there is a sign-up sheet on the
SBA bulletin board in Leahy Lobby. The

initial screening will take place on
Saturday, March 16th, from noon until
5:00pm. The Committee will hear three
minute oral presentations and receive
written outlines at that time. For
additional details, see Kirsten Haefele- ·
Jennings or Gioia Ligos.

Announcements

On Wednesday, February 20th, the
Federalist Society met with CUA law
Visiting Associate Professor Ronald
Collins and co-author Washington State
Law Professor David Skover to discuss
their recent Texas Law Review article,
The First Amendment in an Age of
Paratroopers, 68 Tex. L. Rev. 1087. The
professors' thesis is that the first
amendment's interpretation is outdated
in today's society.
Their theory is that the present
commercial television culture has
created the same evil of the Huxleyan
world. Under this theory, TV has
replaced the "soma tablets" of a Brave
New World to prevent political dissent.
The professors concluded by presenting
a paradox that the alternative to the
Huxleyan world is the Orwellian world
of government control.
The issue having been raised, they
point out that they have identified the
problem and are seeking to promote
discussion on what solutions, if any, are
available. The Federalist Society obliged
the co-authors with a lively debate and

look forward to another Q & A with
them in the near future.
On Wednesday, March 20th, at
5:00pm in the Moot Court room, the
Federalist Society will host a discussion
on "politically correct speech" with
Thomas L. Jipping, MA., J.D., Director
of the Center of Law and Democracy
for the Free Congress Foundation. The
topic focuses upon the growing trend in
universities and colleges across the
· country to adopt speech codes (i.e.
categories of undesirable or politically
incorrect speech). Remarkably, this type
of code exists at 70% of American
colleges and universities. Watch the
Federalist Society Bulletin Board in
Leahy for further details and
announcements.

''Give JD.e your thirsty;
your faniished,
your befuddled JD.asses"
PARO DY ON THE NEW COLOSSUS BY EMMA LAZARUS

by Georgia Niedzielko, Director
Legal Career Services
Special Program Announcement

goals or if your goals seem unattainable
to you.
If you are interested in learning more
about this process, please schedule an
appointment with Marcia.

LCS will sponsor a two part series
Spring Resume Collections
entitled Options in the Legal World. The
-first session will be held on Tuesday,
Please remember to check the LCS
March 12, from 5:00pm to 6:00pm, and bulletin boards for spring resume
will focus on Law Firm Practice. The collection information. When an
second session, to be held Tuesday, employer contacts us in the spring we
March 19, 5:00pm to 6:00pm, will focus often have a very short period to collect
on Non-traditional Careers. Both resumes. Remember to check!
sessions will be held in Leahy 105.
Reminder • Summer Government Jobs _
Self Assessment
If you are interested in working for
LCS offers a variety of options for the Federal Government during the
individual career counseling. Members summer, remember to check the 1991
of our staff are available to review your Summer Legal Employment Guide. The
resume, suggest resources, or help you deadline for many of these applications
_gefin.e your long term career goals. We is March 1. Apply early!
are pleased that we now have the ability
to offer more extensive self-assessment
Bad News Department
programs.
Marcia Shannon, our newest staff
Someone has torn out the Virginia
member, has an extensive background in section of the Directory of Intellectual
self assessment techniques. Self- Property Lawyers and Patent Agents.
assessment provides you with a variety Since so many patent attorneys are
of tools to use in the job search process. located near the Patent and Trademark
It can best be understood as an Office, these ten pages represent a large
information gathering technique. The percentage of the possible employers in
information which you develop will form this area. Directories such as this cost
the basis for your career plan and will between $150.00 and $200.00 each. We
assist you in assessing specific have a copy machine, so we know you
opportunities as they arise. We didn't simply want the list. You took it
recommend this process for every so that no one else could use it. Is this
student, but it is particularly important if really how you want your tqition dollars
you are having difficulty defining your spent?

~EL~"{c,

THE IRISH TIMES
"The whole purpose of democracy,
FLAUBERT wrote, 'is to raise the
proletariat to the level of stupidity attained
by the bourgeoisie."'

IRISH TIMES BUILDING
NO. 14 F STREET, NW WASHINGTON, DC 20001 (202) 543-5433
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BLSA Melllbers Honored
by Gregory J. Johnson
The National Black Law Student
Association sponsored its annual
Frederick Douglass Moot Court
Competition from Thursday, February 7
through February 9, 1991, in Richmond,
Virginia. This year's event was the
fifteenth year of competition and
featured several very strong teams from
the east coast region. Catholic
University's Black Law Student
Association (BLSA) sponsored a team
for the second consecutive year. Second
year day students, Ms. Bonnie Glenn
and Ms. Lorri Taylor, made up the
CUA team and made a fine showing,
winning a spot in the final four teams.
Third year students Ms. Angela Jones
and Ms. Jesslyn Mccurdy (last years
CUA-BLSA team) helped prepare this
year's team for the competition and
were very proud of ~heir performance.
On their way to the finals, the CUABLSA team defeated the University of
Virginia, Villanova, and Georgetown
Universities in the preliminary rounds.
The scores were based on both oral and
brief scores, and participants were
required to argue both sides of the
issues. The Georgetown University Law
Center (defending competition
champions) sponsored two teams which
again both made the finals. The teams
from American and Catholic
Universities made up the rest of what
became an all Washington, D.C. final.
The CUA-BLSA team was defeated
by one of the Georgetown teams who
finished first and second in the
competition. Despite this defeat, Ms.
Glenn was honored as the
CONSTANCE BAKER MOTLEY,
BEST ORATOR, for the National
BLSA Mideast regions. This is the first
time a CUA student has been so
honored. Ms. Glenn received an
engraved silver platter signifying her best
oralist status.
When asked about receiving the
award, Ms. Glenn said, "I think my
parents were more excited than I was."
A native of Seattle, Washington, Ms.
Glenn has received congratulations from
a Washington State Representative who
is a former winner of the same honor.

RACISM AT
CUA?
by Gregory J. Johnson

Usually when people on a
predominantly white campus are asked
to confront their ideas of racism, there
is much talk about lynchings, the blatant
segregation of the past, and the Civil
Rights Movement of the 1960's. The
great strides of the movement have
made life for many African-Americans
livable, however, in the 1990's we must
take a closer look at racism because
racism now has a different face.
The racism experienced at CUA by
the African-American law students, as
well as other minorities, is not blatant
Motley. Best Orator awa
but just as insidious as the racism of the
past. In general, racism is seen in many
subtle forms and latent behaviors.
Realizing the special nature of the
The lack of fmancial assistance from
award, Ms. Glenn said, "Sometimes in CUA is just as wicked as not being
law school you're just happy to get an admitted was in the past. While every
answer correct in class. Receiving minority student cannot expect to
recognition like this makes it just that receive financial assistance, it is curious
much more special. I'm happy just to that very few of the available resources
have been able to be part of the whole are actually used to induce and retain
competition. Well okay, I admit, it's nice minority applicants. As the cost of all
to win!"
graduate schools, especially law schools,
Deborah Cooke, first year day, has escalates, and with the decline of federal
also been recently honored as the financial aid over the last eight years,
Second Place winner in the National fewer African-American students can
Association of Black Women Attorneys afford graduate education. African(NABWA), Brief Writing Competition. American students typically will not have
Ms. Cooke will receive a scholarship the resources to fund a law school
award at the NABWA's annual Red education and are forced to borrow the
Ball, later this spring. The scholarships maximum amounts on loans. Although
range from $500.00 to $3,000.00. most students must take on some debt,
Congratulations to Lorri, Bonnie, and minority students are more adversely
Debbie on jobs well done!
affected because of smaller financial
resources to attend and the disparity in
employment opportunities upon
graduation. This current and future need
has not been addressed by CUA.
To alleviate this problem CUA must
become more aware of the distinctive
situations faced by African-American
students. There must be a more
comprehensive effort to provide grants
and scholarships to attract and retain
African-American students.
Another face of racism at CUA
manifests itself in the attitude of
indifference. There are many instances
at the Law School where African-

In recognition of Bla~k History Month,

Professor Rita J. Simon
of the American University School of Public Affairs

will speak on

Trans-Racial Adoption
Wednesday, February 27, 1991
6:30pm
Room to be Announced

All welcome!

Americans are the only minority in the .
classroom. This physical isolation is
compounded when it appears that even
after several semesters, their nonminority classmates will do not
acknowledge their existence. · Nonminority students claim that AfricanAmerican students segregate themselves.
However, what actually occurs is a
reluctance of non-minority students to
associate when there are more than one
or two African-American students
together. While it cannot be assured that
the non-minority students are actually
aware of their actions, the intrinsic
feelings of most African-American
students is one of distance and
alienation.
This problem can be rectified by
greater understanding by both parties as
to the distinctive cultural and spiritual
backgrounds from which they draw their
experiences.
The feelings of alienation, segregation
and discrimination are felt on the
institutional and personal levels. These
are just two of the many faces of racism
that African-Americans experience on
the CUA campus and in the general
society. Other aspects of racism include:
the lack of substantive recruitment of
minority students (especially AfricanAmerican males), the lack of AfricanAmerican faculty and staff, subtle
comments and gestures made "in fun,"
and discriminatory attitudes revealed in
stu_dent publications.
These problems cannot be solved
without some fundamental changes in
the attitudes of all people. CUA, as an
institution of higher learning, has a duty
to address these issues and must change
its attitude towards the overall needs of
minority students. The University must
actively sponsor and support culture
awareness programs. It must take the
forefront, along with minority student
organizations to bring awareness to the
general campus population.
(Written with the assistance of Karen
Crump, Class of '90, fom1er President of
the Black Law Students Association.)
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"delegation is the key." The success of
SBA this year is a direct reflection of
the Board that I worked with. I cannot
thank them enough! SBA is a lot of
work but its rewards outweigh its
drawbacks (usually). Most of the trouble
I've experienced here at CUA has come
about when people (including myself)
take themselves too seriously. We're
here to learn and adapt the education
we receive to our professional pursuits
upon graduation. I considered SBA a
tool by which that process can be made
more· enjoyable and diverse. This past
year SBA tried to foster intergro~p
Dear Readers,
Well, this is my last letter to all of activity which benefitted the entire
you as SBA President. I've had many student body both socially and
"lasts" as SBA President during the past educationally, from the almost weekly
couple of weeks: last Faculty meeting, happy-hours in Keane basement to the
last President's meeting, last SBA speakers brought on campus.
SBA is the voice of the entire student
meeting, last Happy-Hour ...
I began my tenure as SBA President · body, and because this year's SBA
last spring by organizing a Town Board was so active, the student body
Meeting to determine what the student was well represented. Of all the
body's concern's were and what SBA problems here at The Columbus School
could do to improve life here at The of Law, I truly believe the new law
Columbus School of Law. The new law school will solve most of them. The
building was THE main student Administration, Faculty, and Staff, for
concern; therefore, SBA appointed two the most part, have the students best
students to the Building Committee, interests at heart. As long as that
Brian Leaming and myself. The Building remains consistent (and it should, as
Committee met a couple of times each long as Dean Rohner and his
month for the entire year, including the Administration is in place), and the
summer. Working with Dean Leah students don't take themselves too
Wortham, Chairperson of the Building seriously (as they do in most other law
Committee, and other members of the schools), the new law building will make
Committee Brian and I saw the new law The Columbus School of Law a model
school em;rge from a dream to a reality ' institution for other law schools to
( although at least two years !rom imitate. What should we do in the mean
completion, all the rugs and furruture tiI_ne? Stay active and make sure we let
have been selected!). This past October, the Administration and Faculty know
\.b.e ~oard of. 'Trustees approved a what we want and what we need as
resolution which states that construction students.
Anyway, here's what's going/went on:
MUST begin NO LATER THAN
-GSA elections came and went with
September, 1992. Construction could
begin sooner if enough funding is only a pitiful 126, out of 896, law
"received." The new school is a 20 month students voting (those of you who didn't
construction project. Therefore, if vote should be ashamed)!!! Despite this
construction begins in September, 1992, ' ridiculous turnout three law students
the latest date allowed by the resolution, were elected onto the GSA Board: Scott
law students will occupy the new j Brisendine (first year day), Vice
building in September, 1994. I realize · President; Stacey Palagano (first year
this is too far into the future for any of day), Secretary; and Jeff Arnold (first
us to see the fruits of our labor (the year day), Academic Senator Building Committee, Capital Campaign Congratulations!
Committee, Dean Rohner, Father - -91 Days Party (actually 94 Days,
Byron, and many others), at least the Barrister's Ball was 91 Day's 'til
new building is a reality, rather than a Graduation) was a complete successdream!
thanks Grad Committee! Hey JM and
At the first meeting as SBA CM - get outa here!
President, I told the new Board
Continued on Page Eight
---

SBA Board member, Michelle Reifsnyder, sells tickets to the Barrister's BalL

S g AN
Shortly after Thomas Jefferson was
named Minister to France, he
encountered a Parisienne who inquired
· whether he was Dr. Benjamin Franklin's
replacement. He responded negatively,
telling her, "No one could ever replace
Dr. Franklin; I am his successor." As the
new president of the SBA, I do not
consider myself Tom O'Dea's
replacement but simply his successor.
Tom certainly made his mark as the
leader of the SBA. He worked diligently
and unselfishly for the students of The
Columbus School of Law. He is to be
commended for his untiring efforts, and
I want to thank him publicly for his
contribution to the Law School
Community. I also wish to acknowledge
the work of our graduating SBA
members: Mike Gallucci, Elizabeth
Cosgrove, Tami McNulty, and Jen Heil. community will have at least one
I am grateful for having experienced representative on the Board. In the
their individual and collective examples interim, Debbie Swaeger, a second year
of service. I am also thankful to two evening student, has agreed to serve as
SBA members who are not graduating a non-voting advisor to the SBA for the
•but have decided not to serve in the 1991-92 term. Incidentally, Debbie
1991-1992 term. Genie Miller and Joe received more votes than any other
Morra have decided to share their gifts evening student candidate in the recent
and insights in other facets of the Law election.
GSA: The Graduate Student
School Community. Good luck, Genie
and Joe. Please keep us posted. The Association is a vital and active part of
Board will miss your insights and the University Community. We are
generosity.
fortunate to have three law students on
I would like to use this column as an next year's Executive Board: Viceupdate regarding issues that you bring to President, Scott Brisendine, first year
my attention. In many cases, these issues day; Secretary, Stacey Palagano, first
affect a large segment, if not all, of the year day; and Academic Senator, Jeff
Law School Community. And now, to Arnold, second year day.
the business at hand:
Congratulations to Scott, Stacey, and
Jeff. I look forward to working with you.
Barristers' Ball: By the time this The Law School is also entitled to five
article reaches your hands, the annual At-Large Representatives. I am
Law School formal will be history. currently looking for students who are
Thanks, Jeff Arnold and Michelle interested in serving on GSA. If
Reifsnyder for a great event.
interested, please let me know.
Diplomas: Hats off to Dean Rohner
Video Message Boards: Associate
for his persistence in this matter. Since Dean Wortham informs me that the
the November Town Meeting, he has Administration is considering an onsent several memos to the appropriate campus demonstration of this state of
University officials. As of this date, he the art information equipment to assist
has not received a response.
them in deciding how much equipment
Equal Representation: There are no can be used now, as well as in the new
evening students on the SBA. This does building. Let's hope, that by September,
concern me, and I intend to propose a the new system is in place and the easels
constitutional change to be considered of Leahy Lobby are removed or are
by our current Board. If approved, the reduced in number.
entire Law School student body will
SBA Board 1991 - 92:
need to approve this change through a Congratulations to the new Board! We
referendum vote which will take place in will meet for the first time on February
the early part of the Fall semester. The 28, 1991. At that time we will discuss
proposed change in the SBA who will serve in the various positions
Constitution will mandate that the and committees. Contact me or any of
evening law school student who receives the · current representatives regarding
the highest number of votes will be concerns that you have.
elected to one of the 10 Board seats.
Enjoy the spring semester break, if
This proposal does not preclude other you can. You deserve it.
evening students' election; it simply
Tom Curran
ensures that the evening school
Incoming SBA President
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Student Escort Service
Proposed

Dear Eddy,
I asked a girl to go to Barrister's but
she said, "No." Because she said, "No," I
just didn't go. Then, after Barrister's, I
found out frpm a friend that did go that
she was there with some hippy freak.
What should I do?
Signed,
Barrister's Ball-less

by Jim Sadowski
Second Year Day

Dear Ball-less,

I would give this girl her walking
papers, but because you're obviously a
loser, you've got two choices: (1) let
your hair grow, wear the same clothes
for days on end, don't shower, drop
some acid, and burn a draft card or a
bra or something; or (2) be a man. The
second option seems more conducive to
balling at Barrister's next year, but it's
your Saturday night!
Signed,
Eddy
Dear Eddy,

Dear Eddy,

My older brother from home bet me
$100.00 that I could not name ten
villains that Batman and Robin used to
fight. If you don't help me I'm out 100
bucks. Can you think of ten?
Signed,
The Boy Blunder

Do people really do outlines over
Spring Break? I think a break would
serve me better than writing outlines,
don't you agree?
Signed,
Not Really Concernin'
About Lemin'
Dear B.B.,
Dear Not Really,

Suuuuuuuurrreee! !! Yeeeeaaaa. . . I
agreeeeee! Yea. A break is the ticket!
You'll pass lots of tests th~n! Yea, a
break!!! That's it!!
Signed,
Ed
Edd~,

I ain't got no job.
Y. Not
DearY,

1. Joker
2. Riddler
3. Cat Woman
4. Penguin
5. Mr. Freeze
6. Egghead
7. King Tut
8. Ma Barker
9. The Bookworm
10. Shane

assistance.

Holy Hundred Dollar Bills, Batman!
Signed,

No wonder.
Eddy

The violent sexual assault of a CUA
student has once again demonstrated the
hazards of living in an often hostile
inner-city environment. It is against this
tragedy that · both students and
Administration should personally, and
collectively, take steps to ensure that
such an occurrence should never happen
again.
I am proposing the establishment of
a "Law Student Escort Service" which
would be run by students out of Leahy
Hall on a strictly volunteer basis. The
service would consist of two student
escorts who would be stationed out of a
designated area/room in Leahy Hall.
The escorting students would be
equipped with brightly colored jackets
and two-way radios provided by Campus
Security. The escorts would accompany
students, faculty, and staff to parked
cars, Keane Hall, and, depending upon
the number of volunteers, to the
Metrobus and Metrorail stops or other
more distant campus locations. A phone
line could be established out of Leahy
Hall so students could contact the
service directly when in need of

Eddy

The Law School service would begin
at dusk (approximately 6:00pm) and run
until shortly after the closing hours of
the Law School Library. In order to
adequately distribute shifts, a volunteer
force of at least twenty-five students
would be essential. I anticipate that each
volunteer would cover one, two-hour

shift per week. Of course, those shifts
could be reduced in length and
frequency if we get a larger pool of
volunteers. The service I propose would
only serve the Law School Community,
but the idea would hopefully spread to
include the entire CUA campus and
community.
This proposal is not a novel concept.
I participated in a similar service
instituted at George Washington
University when I was an undergraduate.
This proposal cannot, however, be
established without continuing
Administration cooperation and support.
With this in mind, I have:-Sent letters to
Campus Security Direct<)r Clay Goldston
and Law School Dean Ralph J. Rohner,
outlining this plan in greater detail.
Administration support may hinge on
the size of the volunteer force, so
interested students should immediately
fill out forms available in the library
reception area as well as in my student
mailbox (second year day section).
It is my sincere hope that this most
recent tragedy will not become "just
another statistic." But hopes alone will
never suffice. The time to act is now,
and what we need now is a pool of
volunteers. Volunteers who are willing
to commit a minima\ two hours per
week of their time. Volunteers who will

take steps to safeguard the security and
sanctity of our school and our campus.
Volunteers who will take affirmative
action to help their fellow students,
faculty, and friends. Volunteers who
want to make headlines, and not simply
read about them.

Running For Dollars
by Gregory J. Johnson

Charity ninners, from left to right, Joe Morra, Chris "Speedster" Mattingly, Jennifer Curtin, Amy
Pfeiffer, Keith Stephens, Bob Burke, Brian Hourihan, and Joe Van Heest. (Not pictured: Bill
Ward) Organizer Joe Morra stated that "the goal here is to raise a billion, trillion dollars."
Pbolo by MR.

Charitable contributions are down,
due to the recession and to a general
uneasiness created by the war in the
Gulf. Although these factors, affect
everyone, they hit those with the
greatest needs the hardest. So, Fritzbe's
lOK roadrace, on April 21, 1991, in
Rockville, MD has been designated by
some CUA law student running
aficionados as a mini-fundraiser for two
charities that are doing some fine work.
The race will include several CUAlaw students who will be running for
dollars. Joe Morra, second year day, has
recruited some of CUA's finest to run in
the race, and they will be soliciting your
sponsorship for The Nature Conservancy
(an environmental organization) and the
First Nations Financial Project (a Native
American economy assistance
organization). The minimum pledge will
be $.50 per kilometer ( a total of $5.00
for completing the race).
The Nature Conservancy is dedicated
to the preservation of plants, animals
and natural communities that represent
the diversity of life on Earth. The

organization works to protect the lands
and waters needed for the survival of
these unique environments. First Nations
Financial Project assist Native American
tribes in gaining control over reservation
economies by examining tribal economy,
identifying areas of need, locating
available resources, and developing
,coordinated approaches to individual
tribal needs.
Both organizations are non-profit,
and all contributions will be tax
deductible. Checks should be made
payable to the individual organization
and given to the runners prior to the
April 21st race. (Don't worry, as
experienced runners, they will all finish,
even if it takes all day.)
Some of the charity runners
(pictured) are seasoned racers, and
many others have expressed an interest
in running for dollars. Anyone can run
in the race, and all are encouraged to
sponsor as many runners as they can.
"The goal here is to raise a billion,
trillion dollars . .. but if we fall short of
tt, any amount raised is a good amount,"
said Joe Morra, coordinator of the
charity runners.
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Security Depends on You!
by Anne Woodworth
Staff Writer
As word spread last week that the
arrest of the suspect in the recent sexual
assault incident was triggered by a CUA
student, many students were cynical
about the role Campus Security played
in the apprehension. "I'd be surprised if
Campus Security did catch the criminal,"
said one irate law student. "Everyone
knows you can't count on them to be
safe."
In all fairness to Campus Security,'
they were responsible for posting the
D.C. Police composite sketch of the
suspect across campus, increasing
students' awareness. That sketch led one
student to recognize the alleged
perpetrator, at the scene of the crime no
less, which resulted in the suspect's
arrest. See story, Page One.
Many of us, however, probably
assumed the suspect was long gone from
this area after his most recent, and most
heinous crime to date, the kidnapping,
sexual assault, and robbery of a female
CUA student. [Kidnapping charges
against the suspect stem from him
forcing the victim over to that area from
Michigan Avenue.] This assumption
dangerously lowered our guard with
respect to the suspect in question. It
would appear that Campus Security also
believed the suspect to be out of the
area because, ironically, the suspect was
·\',potted at the exact scene of the crime
in broad daylight only one week later. It
was a CUA student who took the
initiative, recognized the suspect, and
notified Security Officer Katrina Davis.
In light of recent events, law students
voiced concern over a lack of security
visibility on campus. "I walk to and from
the metro, and I never see Security in
that area,· day or night," complained
Cathy O'Leary, second year day. "I never
feel safe on this campus because there's
so many weirdos around, especially

John Carter, second year day, also
underground in the metro." In addition,
Ms. O'Leary stated, "We pay a lot of commented on CUA's surrounding
money to come here, and we expect environment. "I lived in the Heights [a
better security. They could add more . nearby apartment complex] last year and
emergency phones on the edge of got robbed twice ip two weeks. The
campus coming from the metro to robbers ransacked the place, seemingly
disappointed to find they stole all the
increase safety."
Wendy Foster, a CUA employee, valuable stuff the first time, and I hadn't
knows first-hand how a seemingly replaced it." Although that type of crime
innocent encounter can take on sinister is beyond CUA's immediate control, the
overtones. "It happened January 9, when Housing Division recommends these
students first got back from the semester nearby apartment complexes to new
break. We were working Registration students wishing to live off campus. New
until 7:30pm. I went out to my car students need to be made aware of the
parked by the Shrine, and got in to dangers in the D.C. area because they
leave; then I noticed a guy standing at may be naive about the risks.
Department of Public Safety Director
the window expectantly." Wendy rolled
her window down, and the man asked Clay Goldston has spent his time at
for a ride to North Capitol. Unfamiliar CUA, since 1984, enhancing Campus
with the area, Wendy refused, but gave Security measures and claims, "We are
him all her spare change when he asked improving every year. We have been
for money. "There were people nearby, increasing the role of Security at CUA
and it was still early, so I didn't feel ever since the early '80's from a mere
especially threatened," she said. But guard force to the current Campus
when the police sketch was posted in Police, and we are now authorized by
February, "it was really eerie to see the law to apprehend and arrest suspects on
same guy's picture up .. .it was definitely and adjacent to the campus." Mr.
that guy that committed the other Goldston was a Commander for the
crimes." Wendy realizes "it could have D.C. Metropolitan Police, Fourth
easily been me he assaulted," but for District, when he retired in 1984, and
circumstances. Wendy subsequently became CUA's Safety Director. "I have
reported her experience to the police. a very good working relationship with
She feels more aware of the risks now, the Fourth District Precinct, in which
but wishes Security were more visible.
CUA is located," he stated.
The women law students aren't the
While discussing current security
only ones concerned. "Last year when I practices, Mr. Goldston explained, "We
lived several blocks away from campus have the campus divided into a number
and had to walk, I really didn't feel of patrol areas -- some are made on
safe," claims Adrian Pernick, second foot, and the perimeters are patrolled by
year day. Mr. Pernick still takes some vehicles." During the interim between
night classes and walks to the metro at the sexual assault and the suspect's
night. "It's pretty well lit, though. What arrest, "We didn't increase patrols, we
I really can't stand are the bums that intensified them." Security Police
accost you in front of the Shrine," he conducted more spot checks of
stated. "They try to get money for a unfamiliar loiterers or pedestrians. In a
broken fanbelt or some other excuse." spot check, a person must present
But "Security is never there when identification and explain his or her
something like that happens," he presence satisfactorily, or else be
reiterated.
required to sign a card that bars him or
her from campus. If spotted again, that
person can be arrested for unlawful
entry.
"It only takes 27 minutes to patrol the
entire campus by vehicle," stated Mr.
Goldston. Residential halls are· kept
locked at all times with "desk sitters''
who check I.D.s of all visitors. Other
campus buildings are searched al.ld
· locked at night. "We've had a lot of

complaints about the metro stop,"
claimed Mr. Goldston, "so, even though
its beyond the campus perimeter, we
station an officer there because it
impacts students." He advises "use your
head. . .criminals look for someone
vulnerable, alone, unfamiliar with the
area, isolated. Don't travel alone at
night -- use the escort service. Both men
and women are possible victims."
Regarding the recent sexual assault,
Mr. Goldston believes there was little
that cold have prevented the crime. "The
lights in that area are off to encourage
people not to go over there. The crime
in this case was committed behind the
hill, and lights wouldn't have made a
difference," believes the Director. "You
can't light every place. . .in fact, lights
would encourage drug dealers to
congregate in an isolated area. There is
no reason to go in that lot for a
legitimate reason." The most important
things students can do to maximize their
own safety is to stay aware of people
and their surroundings, stick together at
night, and lock up all valuables. Don't
expect Campus Security to supplant your
own common sense. Unfortunately, we
live in a particularly unsafe community;
it is the "murder capitol" of the country.
CUA's Campus Security may have room
for improvement, but it is better than
many other universities.
By next September, 1991, colleges
nationwide receiving federal funds will
be required by law to compile campus
crime statistics, provide security ·
measures, and make that information
available upon request. The Legislative
Bill (PL-101542) entitled The Student
Right-To-Know and Campus Security Act,
is a victory for victims of campus crime
and their families. CUA already
compiles those statistics in an annual
report, revealing property theft of items
worth under $250.00 as the number one
campus crime. (Findings of the 1990
Report will be provided in the March
JN issue), Other CUA programs, such
as "Crime Alert," headed by Officer
Linda Van, provide · contemporary
information about crime prevention.
Ultimately, though, your safety
depends on you. If you're a victim of
any type of crime, report it. Don't slip
back into complacency now that one
criminal is caught. There are
undoubtedly more among us.
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by Rico Sogocio

very enlightening, so don't miss it.
Also, this Thursday, February 28th
from 4:00pm until 5:00pm, we will be
We are proud to present Major holding our "Study Abroad Seminar."
General Indar Jit Ri!chye (retired), who We will focus on the administrative
will be speaking about the UN and its requirements of CUA as well as the
role in a post-war scenario in the Middle various programs available. In addition, .
East. I-le is a former Chief-of-Staff for we will cover our own program to
the UN Peacekeeping Forces in the Poland this summer. The will be held in
Occupied Territories and is currently a the Student Library, downstairs in
Fellow at the U.S. Institute for Peace. Keane, so all thos_e thinking of studying
The event will be in the Moot Court abroad this summer should plan on
Room from 4:15pm to 5:30pm with a attending. Thanks and stay tuned, there
reception to follow. It promises to be is more to come!
ILS President
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FROM THE BACK ROW
.

by Scott Elkind
Second Year Day

A couple of years ago I rented a
video called Manhunter which was
basically mediocre as a result of the
deficient directorial methods of Michael
"Miami Vice" Mann, who has the bad
habit of making everything he touches
tum into a second-rate MTV format
presentation. Even with this handicap,
the story line grabbed me because of its
attention to details concerning the
forensic investigation techniques used.
But, what caught my attention the most
was the character of Dr. Hannibal "The
Cannibal" Lector, the serial killing
psychiatrist whose influence aspired
others to such psychotic greatness.
Hannibal (played brilliantly then, as now
by Anthony Hopkins) stole the show by
teasing the detective with his "Riddler"
approach to assisting in the
investigation. The problem was that the
investigator was flat, brooding, and
boring. This prompted Johnathon
Demme ("Stop Making Sense,"
"Swimming to Cambodia") to employ his
well developed methods of character
isolation by bringing Hannibal up close
and personal to . the moviegoer in the
next installment, The Silence of the
Lambs. The result is amazing.
The plotline is simple, let's get a

treating psychiatrist and fellow psycho to
help capture another psycho on a killing
spree. To gain Hannibal's trust, the FBI
sends in an eager new trainee, Jodie
Foster, to wet his appetite for riddling
and, perhaps, lean cuisine. Hannibal
proves to be elusive game, nibbling, but
not taking the bait entirely. Instead of
cooperating forthrightly, he engages in
quid pro quo whereby Foster must relate
traumatic personal experiences to
Hannibal in exchange for his insights
and other tidbits of information. These
exchanges allow Hannibal to
demonstrate his psychoanalytic prowess
in directing Foster to think in the killer's
terms while also forcing her to confront
her own psychological difficulties.
The intensity of these exchanges is
accentuated by physical isolation in both
set construction and close-up
photography. The elaborate, but
seemingly primitive containment vessels
in which Hannibal is caged serve to
center the viewer's attention on him, and
especially his frozen stance and stare.
The close-up sequences help to promote
Hannibal's intensity. All of this results
in the creation of a feeling of horrible
menace. Of course, the menace is_not
sustained as Hannibal once again
explodes into a violent rage at his
tormentors, showing that his physical
capabilities are equivalent to his mental
and verbal abilities.
For those of you who have noticed, I

.

have barely mentioned the subject of the the truth was not stranger than fiction in
investigation, the complex and elusive this one respect, I can safely say that no
"Buffalo Bill." "Bill" is merely an updated movie could mirror this reality.
version of a Freudian study whereby the
subject is secondary to the analysis of his
troublesome psychiatric formation. And,
For those of you in pursuit of the
it is this element in which Silence lacks
to a substantial extent. Demme seems more off-beat, it is currently being
to have become to caught up in the offered in the form of a buddy/horror
relationship between Hannibal and movie called Warlock. This movie
Foster and forgetting the reason which employs the adventure theme of tracking
· has brought them together, a puzzle of down the villainous warlock capable of
psychotic proportions. And, in the end, undoing creation and becoming the
the puzzle still lacks some much needed Devil's prodigal son. This is combined
pieces in order to reveal the entire truth with the old "fish out of water"/
about the killer.
Incompatible Persons routine concerning
My final criticism comes from my an ancient Salemite(whose magical
own experience in which I spent part of transport is never explained) pairing up
an evening in the Maximum Security with an unsuspecting modem woman as
Ward of St. Elizabeth's Hospital as part his guide to the contemporary. What
of a Forensic Psychiatry course. That makes this movie worthwhile is the
evening, a few brave volunteers in our superb performanc~s by Julian Sands as
class spoke to the inmates in a free the coolly vicious warlock and the
environment and with nearly no Salemite witch hunter portrayed by
supervision. Many of their stories were frequently frantic Richard Grant. To
equally horrible although not as cleverly enhance this less-than-high-budget affair,
contrived or executed as those related in a decent amount of occult lore as well
this feature. And, in all truthfulness, the as several exceptional gore . sequences
gross amounts of thorazine fed to these are included to keep the filmgoer
patients / inmates helped to remove interested, for scenery and varying film
some of the physical menace these men angles are definitely lacking. So, if you
possessed (while allowing us to speak to feel in the mood for a weird witches'
them without barriers between us). Even brew of a movie, I would suggest
though none of them was the character catching the cheapie matinee or, even a
that Hannibal was, I will always have cheaper alternative, renting this feature
eerie memories of these people. Even if when it is released in about six months.
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Get an Early Start on the July MBE
Live Multitstate Lectures Begin March 8th
Free for BAR/BRI Enrollees

BAR REVIEW

1909 K Street,NW 202/833-3080
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Ludwikowski in Poland
Continued from Page Two

Continued from Page One
Mario Cuomo" would be a great
candidate. She identified Governor
Cuomo as "someone who can articulate
a message."
Ms. Ferraro also responded to an
audience member's suggestion that
women candidates are more suspect fo
scrutiny of their spouses and children.
"The more you see two career families
[in the political arena]," said Ferraro,
"[the more] you will see this." In
response to another question, she also
added that even though women and
minority candidates have made many
gains on the local and state levels,
electing an openly gay candidate on a
national level "will happen, but it will
take awhile."
The questioning concluded with a
query about Ms. Ferraro's position on
"the sanctity of life" (pertaining with the
abortion issue).
She responded with great depth that, "I
don't believe human life begins at
conception." As a Catholic woman she
conveyed that her personal beliefs did

not necessarily mean she would vote (in
Congress) against a woman's choice. Ms.
Ferraro told how she had consulted her
friend and confidant, the current Arch
Bishop of Philadelphia, when she was
first confronted with the abortion issue
on a political level.
The Church's position, as stated by
Ms. Ferraro, is that "you cannot prove
that life begins at conception or that it
doesn't, ...but when you can't prove one
over the other, [the Church's]
presumption lies in favor of life." This
was the first time "I had to make that
decision (about an abortion) for
someone else," Ferraro said. "Others
(non-Catholics) do not have to accept
the presumption(s) of the Catholic
Church," Ferraro asserted, "and as such
". . . I vote[d] the way I felt my
conscious led me."
Ms. Ferraro also hinted that she
might be making a bid for the United
States Senate in the near future. The
seat currently occupied by Senator
Alphonse D'Amato (D-NY) seemed to
be the targeted position.

IAKETHE
SI ITIIOVE

up in Poland when I was leaving, not
because of developments in the Gulf,
but because the Soviet Union began to
sell gas and oil to East European
countries for hard currency." He also
stated that gas prices are no longer
subsidized by the Polish Government or
the Soviet Union. Although some view
the increase as a result of events in the
Gulf, Ludwikowski sees this as a direct
result of a change in Soviet policy.
"Politically, the [Soviet Union] does not
have any distinct links to Eastern
Europe or means to control - the
situation there," he said. It has definitely
affected the Polish economy.
Commenting on current events in the
Soviet Union, Professor Ludwikowski
articulated that many Poles are afraid or
uncomfortable. This is more of a
concern to Poles than the events in the
Middle East. Poles are watching
developments in the Baltic Republics,
Armenia, Afghanistan, Azerbaijan, and
the Soviet Republic of Georgia. "It is
alarming for Poland, but it does not
mean that the Soviet domination of the
Eastern Block may be restored or that
there is a real threat. But, there is a
threat that the Soviet Union might keep
their forces in Poland for a longer
period of time," said Ludwikowski. "For
example, the Soviet soldiers leaving
[what used to be] East Germany, will
pass through Poland and may stay for
months." Ludwikowski stated that the
Soviets legitimately claim that they do
not have sufficient housing to take back
all their troops. "They will probably
remain in Poland until 1993 or 1994.
This is what really bothers Poland," said
Ludwikowski. "They are terrified."
Weapons are disappearing and being
sold on the streets. Soviet soldiers are
selling their uniforms and arms on the
streets and it would probably be possible
to buy a tank if things continue to
progress. He also commented that
defections are occurring as well, which

• We offer one-day, doorto-door moving services
to 2 2 states, seven days .
a week.
• We are a professionally
licensed and fully insured
carrier.
• We have successfully moved
hundreds of law, medical,
MBA, and PhD graduates.
• We can bill your new
employer in many cases.
• We can store your household
goods if you don't want
immediate delivery.
Call us for a free estimate. In Northern Virginia, 703 849-1888. And in
Charlottesville, 804 977-2705.

SilJl)l:Ni
Sl:l~\'IC:l:S
Moving Company

ICC MC# 154670
sec HG# 169

Ludwikowski believes Poland is
moving towards democracy and
privatization, but cautions, "It is a long
process and many don't know what it is,
how to get there, or the costs involved."
It is still an ideal to many. "They dream
of democracy, but they don't know what
it means. No one knows how to define
it. The development of democratic
structures requires time; not weeks, not
decades, but centuries are required to
set up a well-working, mature, political
culture."
could put Poland in an awkward position
with the Soviet Union.
Ludwikowski commented that the
political situation in Moscow bears
watching as well. Gorbachev's position is
unstable in the "post-Glasnost" era as
hard-liners are gaining the upper hand.
This is not a good signal and East
Europe is deeply concerned.-.. ..
When asked how Poles t.Bacted to the
German unification, given past history,
Ludwikowski commented," There is a
mixture of feelings. At first they were
ambivalent, but then there are desires
for German foreign investment. On the
other hand, looking from a historical
perspective, they are terrified. They are
also a little jealous that East Germany
became a member of the European
Community automatically under the
unification. [The process to join the
European Community is long and
extremely political. Currently there are
a number of Western and Central
European countriei; waiting to 1oin.\

Professor Ludwikowski also
mentioned that our own Professor David
Lipton has been instrumental in
instructing Polish Prime Minister of
Finance in trying to establish a
Securities Market. Ludwikowski stated
that Professor Lipton's contribution was
invaluable. "I don't know anyone more
qualified," stated Ludwikowski. "I
encourage him to go to Poland and
share his experience and knowledge. He
is an expert in his field."
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OPINION PAGE
In the N allle of Honor
Dear Editor,

This letter is written as a personal
response to Kristen R. Lefevre's letter
to the Editor in the February 11, 1991
issue of JN entitled "Where's The Honor
In the Honor Code?"
The letter complained about the fact
that an outside organization was brought
in to assist in the SBA elections. The
letter wrongly assumes that the
overriding reason for this was to prevent
foul play during the election. The actual
reason that this was done was to
eliminate the burden on the SBA
members who in the past have been
required to monitor the balloting for
twelve hours per day throughout the
election. While the Student Bar
Association works to improve the
Catholic University Law . School
Community, overseeing its own election
is not in the job description. It is unfair
to place the burden of monitoring the
balloting for twelve hours per day for
the three days of balloting on the four
members of the board who are currently
third year students. These four students

have class schedules which continue to
be as demanding as the remainder of
the students at The Columbus School of
Law. These demanding schedules
Outgoing SBA members greeted incoming members at the recent transitional meeting. Members
include juggling classes with . jobs,
from left to right, are Genie Miller, Mike "Gooch" Gallucci, Lorelle Nottle, Jeff Arnold, and Jo~
Huckenpoehler.
Pbolo by MR.
interviewing, and preparation for
graduation.
The Lefevre letter also complained of opinion, hence, The Opinion Page,
the cost of hiring the outside assistants frankly I find it disturbing that anyone in
for the election. In light of the overall the Law School who professes to be so
expense of conducting the election, proud of The Columbus School of Law
including the balloting, advertising, and and its Honor Code would automatically
photography costs, the minimal assume that the purpose for outside
monetary payment given to the election assistants is to prevent "foul
Vol. XVII, No. 9
individuals from the Old Soldiers Home play."
25, 1991
February
Finally,
because
the
election
assistants
was nominal. In addition, the fact that
the assistants were from the Old were such a smashing success, the
&Jitor-in-Chief
Soldier's Home, provided an opportunity Graduate Student Association, . a
Tamara L. McNulty
for these older members of society to separate entity from the Law School
News and Story Edi/or
Gregory J. Johnson
get out and become active in the Community, chose to use the assistance
Production EdiJor
community. Another benefit of having from the Old Soldier's Home in its
Teri E. Poust
an outside organization assist in the elections as well.
Photography Edi/or
Michelle M. Reifsnyder
balloting appears to be the largest voter
Michelle Reifsnyder
Advatising EdiJor
Second Year Day
turnout for an election here at The
Susan Marie Bozinko
Columbus School of Law. While this
Enlertainmenl EdiJor
cannot be directly attributed to the Editor's Note: Although Ms. Reifsnyder is
Joe Morra
an SBA Representative, this letter was
Special Ft!lllures Edi/or
assistants, it is a pleasant coincidence.
Michael T. Flannery
While everyone is entitled to an written as a Personal Opinion.

JJuhicial
No.t ier

Business Manager
Teri E. Poust
Computer Consultanl
Michael J. Ryan, Jr.
Staff Writers

Farewell
Continued from Page Six
-The Geraldine Ferraro lecture,
"Balancing Personal & Professional Life:
Family, Law & Politics," was a complete
success. Ms. Ferraro's lecture was very
enlightening and enjoyable. Thanks
Sylvia Brennan and Joan Vorrasi for
making it possible!
-Barrister's was a complete successthanks Jeff Arnold, Tom Curran, and
Michelle Reifsnyder! More details to
follow, but it should be noted that even
my date had fun this year.
-I'm still working on getting a copy
of the new Diploma - more details to
follow, it is on "someone's" desk as we
speak.
-April 19, 1991, 7:00pm, Caldwell
Dining Room - Student Appreciation
Night - Sponsored by the Deans. It will
be a night of awards and "roasts." All
Law Review Editors, Health Law
Editors, SBA Board Members, the
Executive Board Members of all student
-mganizations, and all Deans and Faculty
are invited. Please contact me if you are
interested in organizing or "roasting."
-Spring Break - hope to see some of
you in Key West! Have fun first years's
with your packets!
-Safe return for all of our troops in
the Persian Gulf (Hi JO'D)!
Finally, If you remember anything
I've written in any of my article's,
remember: DON'T TAKE YOURSELF
TOO SERIOUSLY!
Thanks for the memories,
safety and good fortune to all,
Tom

Gregory J. Johnson, Teri E. Poust, Anne
Woodworth, Michael Gallucci, Rachel Gold
Kristen Lefevre, Dave Mills, Scott Elkind, Jili
Hoexter, Greg Asciolla, Farida Moreau,
Jennifer Heil, and Thomas O'Dea
Contributors

Michael Flannery, Chris Sega, Andrew
Baxley, Joan Vorrasi, Monica Rohner,
Georgia A. Niedzielko, Ellen M. Scully, Leah
Wortham, John Lord, and members of The
Journal of Contemporary Health Law and
Policy
.=r

Students took time out or their studying to enjoy the SBA Happy Hour.

Looking for a Job?
Let Lexis help you find one
with the new online version of Martindale - Hubbell.

CUA Law Library is hosting a presentation
by Margery Ross of Mead Data Central
Wednesday _
February 27, 1991
Leahy Library
10:00am
11:00am
and 1:00pm
Sign up now at the Circulation Desk!
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Trials Curriculum and Faculty Still Uncertain
by Joe Morra
Second Year Day

With the announcement of Associate
Professor Lou Barracato's return next
year, there came a flurry of rumors
about the availability of trials-oriented
courses. In an effort to silence the
rumor-mongers, IN discussed the
curriculum with Dean Ralph Rohner
and Associate Dean for Academic
Affairs George Garvey.
Although there are still some
questions to be resolved, Dean Garvey
admitted without hesitation that
Professor Barracato "will be back, and
his Trial Advocacy program is back in
the curriculum next year." This unique
program focuses on all aspects of a legal
cause of action, from client interviews
and discovery, throughout the entire trial
and post-trial procedures. Former
students who participated in the
program almost unanimously agree the
course was invaluable, but are quick to
add that the workload is tremendous.
Dean Garvey also expressed his
enthusiasm for what he termed an
"absolutely marvelous course," but
admitted "the nature of the course
means it really has to be limited [in
enrollment] because it is so intensive,
both for the students and the professor."
Although no final limit has been set on
enrollment, in the past the course has
been limited to approximately 20
students.
Professor Barracato's Trial Advocacy
program is a two-semester commitment
with a six credit-hour value, three
for each semester. Dean Rohner
expressed his belief that "not all students
would necessarily want to take that
heavy a dose of trial practice, and we
could satisfy a lot of the need with
[single semester] two or three credit
offerings which focus on aspects of trial
work." The Law School currently offers
a three credit course in Trials Practice
and a course in Criminal Practice. These
courses are one semester in duration
and focus more specifically on the
aspects of a trial itself.

There has been some speculation that
budgetary constraints will prevent the
Law School from hiring qualified
professors to meet the demand for
Trials Practice and similar courses.
Dean Rohner commented that the
Administration's policy regarding this
issue consists of a "want to respond as
completely as we possibly can to the
student interest and demand in the trial
practice area. We may never be able to
respond to it 100%, but I certainly think
over the last couple of years we've
[bolstered] that percentage up a lot
higher than it was before."
Dean Garvey also promised to "try to
continue to have well qualified adjuncts
teaching the trials practice courses." He
also stated, "this year I think we were
able to accommodate every student, or
almost every student, who wanted to
take a trial-oriented course." He
attributes this to the fact that "Professor
Fred Bennett was teaching two sections
of Trials Practice each semester. There
was more availability because of his
willingness to do that."
Dean Garvey expressed his optimism
that Professor Bennett will "continue to
teach as an adjunct member of our
faculty if we have the need, and we do
have the need, there is no question
about that. I'm hoping and believe he
will do it." Beyond that, it appears the
Administration will have to "rely on a
cadre of good adjuncts" to meet the
demand, continued Dean Garvey.
Both Dean Rohner and Dean Garvey
explained that budgetary constraints are
a large factor in deciding whether a fulltime faculty slot is available, as opposed
to hiring adjunct professors. Adding a
full-time faculty member involves a great
deal of effort to get authorization from
the University and to find the resources.
Dean Garvey called it "a major
commitment."
With respect to hiring adjunct
professors, the process is markedly less
involved because "they certainly are not
compensated at the same level as
regular faculty, and most of them,
fortunately for us, consider teaching a

service," explained Dean Garvey.
"Opviously we don't have unlimited
resources and can't consistently expand
the number of adjuncts. But again, we'll
do the best we can. I can't say there's an
absolute cut-off. If the demand is great
enough, I can probably find the
resources to hire another adjunct. If it
takes five adjuncts, probably not."
Another factor which must be
considered is the number of faculty
currently on leave, many of whom have
not indicated whether or not they plan
to return next year. Dean Rohner said
"Until I have firm answers from a couple
of people on leave, I just don't know
where we are."
He made a point of expressing the
Administration's "high level of
satisfaction with Fred Bennett's work"
and acknowledged that Professor
Bennett "has made quite clear his
interest in staying." Although Professor
Bennett's future at the Law School is
still uncertain, Dean Rohner added "if
Professor Bennett does not stay as part
of the full-time faculty, we're going to
do everything we can for both the day
and evening students to respond to their
needs."
Although there are no firm deadlines
as to when these decisions must be
made, there are "a series of deadlines"
which move the process forward,
according to Dean Rohner. "We like to
be 99% certain of the courses and
teachers and everything else by the time
we put the pre-registration information
out," explained Rohner. "There's at least
an academic expectation that anyone on
leave will give firm answers on their
return plans by March 15th." Dean
Rohner also indicated that there
inevitably must be some flexibility with
that deadline, out of respect and
tolerance for faculty members who are
experiencing "legitimate uncertainty on
their end."
Last but certainly not least, the
budget is unsettled, and there is no
specific deadline on final approvals and
distributions. Indicating the complexity
of the budget negotiations, Dean
Rohner expressed his desire to finalize
the budget, "the sooner the better for
everybody's purposes."
With so much uncertainty about the
trials curriculum and its faculty, by
contrast there is unwavering demand by
students for trials classes. Chris Fusco, a
second year day student, was eager to
express his views. "I want to know this
semester if I'm going to be able to take
Trials Practice because I plan on being
a litigator. . .if not, I'll have no trial
skills and will have to consider
transferring." As for the possibility that
he may be shut-out of the Trial
Advocacy program, he questioned, "How
can they arbitrarily select 20 people for
Trial Advocacy, and not give it . to
anyone else in the class? I'm not getting
my money's worth."
According to Professor Bennett,
"They need a minimum of 60 slots for
Trials Practice," assuming that 22
students will enroll in the Trial
Advocacy program and student demand
for trial skills oriented courses remains
at its current level. "If the petition that
was circulated is any indication, student

: demand may have increased," explained
'. Professor Bennett, referring to a
student-initiated petition requesting that
the Law School Administration keep
Professor Bennett as a full-time,
: tenured-track professor and expand the
i number of courses focusing on trial
skills next year.
As for returning next year, Professor
Bennett explained that he cannot, in his
own best interest, return as a visiting
professor next year, because he cannot
take another year of unpaid leave from
his job as the Federal Public Defender
for Maryland.

Professor Bennett admits, "The
Administration is caught in a difficult
situation, with no new slots available for
full-time faculty," and with the expense
of the new building looming overhead.
He added however, that the curriculum
"is still a question of the priorities of the
Law School."
Ideally, Professor Bennett will be
hired as a full-time, tenured-track
professor. If not, he is interested in
discussing the possibility of offering a
class in Trials Practice for day students
beginning at 5:00pm on the same days
that he teaches Evidence for evening
students. In the past, students who were
not lucky enough to win the lottery for
the Trial Advocacy program were left to
take Trials Practice in the evening,
provided there were slots available after
the night students registered.
Professor · Bennett also expressed
some concern about the availability of
adjunct professors to teach Trials
Practice for day students. "It's difficult
to find trial attorneys who have the time
and flexibility of schedules to teach
during the day," he said. He also stated
risk that the
that there is always
adjunct professor may be a - very
competent trial attorney, but may not
have the requisite teaching skills for the
course.
With so many factors to be
considered, the best anyone can say at
this point is that the Administration is
determined to make available as many
courses in trials technique as possible
within the constraints mentioned above.
Students who wish to express their
views on this matter are encouraged to
write letters to Dean Rohner and Dean
Garvey or to use IN as a forum for their
concerns. Although Dean Rohner feels
he has "a pretty clear sense of student
sentiment over recent years" and that it
"probably hasn't changed much" with
respect to the desire for courses in trial
techniques, he welcomes any and all
student input on this issue.

a
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BAR REVIEW
The Revelry of St. Patrick's Day
from CUA, because we're so seldom
seen in those parts.) On St. Patrick's
Day they plan to open at 9:00am for
more of the same merriment. A WORD
OF WARNING: no reservations will be
taken and seating is limited -- so get
there early or plan to wait in line. "St.
As all of you know, two days after the Paddy's week and Day are definitely not
Ides of March (which itself has a very for the weak-hearted. It's one long
interesting history. . .but that's another incredible party," stated one individual,
story), is St Patrick's Day. Originally set whose name we unfortunately forgot to
aside as a day of commemoration, St. ask (thanks for the information!).
Next on our list is Kelly's Irish Times
Patrick's Day in America has become an
excuse to visit every Irish bar in the Pub, 14 F Street, N.W., Washington,
vicinity, drink green beer, and claim D.C. Unfortunately, they were too busy
to talk to us, but it's safe to say .that
you're Irish -- especially if you're not.
So, to that end, we have written this they'll have something big going on that
prospective ( as opposed to retrospective) day. Last year, there were lines to get in,
column (that's for all you Administrative live Irish music all day long, and it was
Law fans ...if there are any) to let you quite festive. This year, we're sure,
know about all the happenings about promises more of the same.
Right next door to Kelly's Irish
town on March 17th. Unfortunately,
because it's on a Sunday this year, the Times, is a quieter and a little more
bars don't open until really, really late. sophisticated Irish bar (I know that's not
Yes, hard to believe, but this year you're saying much), The Dubliner. It, too,
not going to get your green beer until promises live Irish music all day long,
10:00am in the District (9:00am in from 10:00 in the morning until closing
Virginia). I know, outrageous (maybe at 2:00am. They are serving for the first
one of you Constitutional Law buffs time in Washington, "Shamrock
should challenge the constitutionality of Shooters" (and maybe the last time). We
don't know what they are, but what the
that).
Thus, we have called about town and heck, we're sure they're great. And the
asked what the hot tip is for St. Patrick's place must be authentic because the
Day. We make no promises that the man who answered our questions had a
bars below will be fun, interesting, or great Irish brogue.
even be serving Irish Whiskey or
Last, and probably least (or most
Guinness. But that's half the fun: depending on your opinion), is the
cabbing about town (a subtle reminder legendary Kitty O'Shea's. Known mostly
that a trip downtown to your friendly for being a sleazy undergraduate bar,
local police station can ruin your Kitty's becomes a veritable fortress of
celebration) trying to find the most fun, Irishness. We were unable to contact
most packed, cheapest, and most them because they evidently don't have
authentic Irish celebration. In your a phone, BUT we have heard, from
opinions, try new things, live a little. . some very reliable sources (yes, they
.you get the message ... get going, enjoy, were Irish) that it is without a doubt the
and don't forget to wear green or risk best place in D.C. to go on the big day.
getting pinched (then again, maybe you Last year, the lines outside began to
should forget).
form at 7:00am. It was
For those of you who want to start UNBELIEVABLY crowded and even
the celebrating early, Murphy's Pub, 713 better, UNBELIEVABLY CHEAP. One
King Street, Alexandria, VA, begins its source claimed that in the morning the
festivities on March 9th (that's right beers are only 17 cents. Another says
campers, a week and a day beforehand), they start at a nickel, go up to a dime
the day of the parade in Alexandria. and then a quarter throughout the day.
They plan to have green beer, live We think everyone was having too much
music, and loads of fun the entire -week. fun to pay much attention to the prices,
(They would especially welcome students so trust us, it's cheap!
by David Mills
Second Year Day
and
Kristen Lefevre
Second Year Day

Capture
Continued from Page One
get the bad guy off the street."
Events leading to the suspect's arrest
began Thursday morning, February 14,
1991. The student woke up that day
determined to find the suspect. He took
the police composite with him in his car
as he drove around talking to nearby
shopkeepers. "I knew the D.C. Police
and Campus Security were busy with
other things, so I decided to find [the
suspect] myself. I just went out looking
at 11:30am, and at approximately
12:45pm, I drove by the scene of the
rape incident on a hunch." Sure enough,
a man fitting the composite description
exactly was standing with another man
looking at the very spot the victim was
assaulted.
"I heard criminals always return to
the scene of the crime. This guy was
even wearing the same ski jacket." The
suspect then headed towards the campus
and sat in front of the Executive Office
Building on a ledge, "watching the girls
go by," the student says. At this, the
young man sought out Campus Security.
He is well aware that vigilantism is
dangerous, and regardless of personal
feelings, thought it best to bring in the
authorities trained to apprehend
criminals.
Officer Katrina Davis, in the midst of
a lunch break, was spotted by the
student behind the dining hall, and he
told her about seeing the suspect. "I
decided to tell Katrina because I see her
around alot." To Officer Davis' credit,
she forgot about lunch and followed the
student to the Executive Building. Sure
enough, after comparing the composite
drawing with the man in front of her,
and even calling out "Hey, Spud" (to
which the man responded), Davis called
in fellow officers. "They arrested the
suspect, he put up a little scuffle, and

they took him back to a detention cell in
the Security Office." They even found
the victim's stolen jewelry on the
suspect. Then, "D.C. Police came and
took a polaroid of the suspect, then
drove to the victim's house where she
positively identified the suspect out of a
stack of polaroids," stated the student.
The suspect was identified as William
Anthony Long, 32, an area resident.
A D.C. Police detective questioned
the student and told him he did a good
job, praising him for notifying Security,
rather than confronting the suspect
himself. Director Goldston, of Public
Safety, emphasized, ''We don't want
students trying to catch criminals on
their own...We are slow to make heroes
of students [such as the one involved in
this case] because then others might try
the same thing." Therefore, Campus
Security omitted th~ student's role in
their public statements about the
apprehension of the suspect.
But it is solely due to this student's
initiative that the suspect, wandering
around in broad daylight all over
campus, was caught and arrested.
Though credit goes to Officer Davis for
making the arrest, she now admits the
student tipped her off. This student
deserves our gratitude and admiration
for his integral role in finding the
suspect. "I have a knack for finding
things. I may work for the FBI someday;
it's just so great to see how happy [the
victim] is once the criminal is caught!"
This quiet crime-solver has our heartfelt
thanks for speeding up the suspect's
capture. He modestly asserted, "Just
consider it my Valentine's Day gift to all
the girls at CUA!" We all sincerely hope
the victim of the sexual assault can now
begin her journey through physical and
emotional healing, knowing this heinous
perpetrator is finally off the streets.

"Practicing Law:
A Public and Private Vocation
featuring presentations by and discussions with

Professor Raymond Marcin
''Integrating the Practice of Law and Personal Faith"

Whizzz Kid Proudly Presents

and

JOE MORRA

Dean Leah Wortham

#

"

in concert

..

·•··
<~-~-,.

at Blues Alley

Thursday, March 14th
8:00pm and 10:00pm
For further information and rese,vations,
call (202) 337-4141

,,•

"Opportunities for Practicing Law in the Public Interest:
Summer Internships, Careers, and Promoting Public
Service Advocacy in Private Firms"
Wednesday, February 27, 1991
8:00pm

Gibbons Hall Lobby
Presented by The Office of Campus Ministry
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Ludwikowski Speaks
on Eastern Europe
by Rico Sogocio
Second Year Day
Last Fridays (February 15th)
presentation by Professor Rett
Ludwikowski on the situation in Eastern
Europe was a resounding success. The
audience of about 30 listened intently as
Professor Ludwikowski gave a very
poignant and enlightening description of
the situation there. After a brief Polish
political history lesson, he went on to
describe the present political climate
there and what it might mean to the
more general development of Eastern
Europe.
Asked about what the biggest
problem facing Poland, surprisingly
Professor Ludwikowski cited the influx
of other peoples like Hungarians,
Romanians, and even Soviet Germans,
displaced during World War II into
Siberia, who were either looking for
opportunity in Poland or just got
sidetracked on their way to Germany.
Among the other issues he spoke of
were the speed to which democratic
reforms were taking hold in Eastern
Europe and the Soviet Union, and the
present crisis between the Baltic States
and the USSR. At the mention of
Gorbachev's low popularity at home and
bis current leanings back towards the
more conservative hardliners in order to
strengthen his power, Professor
Ludwikowski said, "Gorbachev is
unpopular at home because of the bad
domestic situation. It is very difficult for
people there to embrace his reforms for
a more democratic state when they have
not had the experience to prepare them
for the challenges they must face in
order to achieve democracy."

The Latin American Law Students
Association (LALSA) and the
International Law Society co-sponsored
the event. Maria Galvan, one of
LALSA's coordinators for the program
expressed her satisfaction overall. "We're
pleased with how things turned out.
Professor Ludwikowski was great, and
so was the turnout (of students)."
There are TONS of Irish bars in the
D.C. area, and just about any one will
be hopping on St. Patrick's Day. It
would be hard to go wrong. Just
remember, you all have class the next
day so start early (9:00am), and take the
rest of the day off. (For our next issue,
we don't know, but I'm sure we'll think
of something, otherwise this area might
be marked "space for rent.")

With your help, Genie Miller and Sam Watson were able to give Ms. Wendy Edwards over
$45,000.00 worth of grocery receipts to be applied towards riew computers fo_r Brookland
Elementary SchooL
Pbolo by MR.

Grocery Receipts
Make a Difference
by Michelle Reifsnyder
Second Year Day

snost Era."

Pbolo by

VIAREGGIO
Italian Deli & Grocery

You know those pink receipts you
have been collecting throughout the
year? Your generosity has paid off. On
Friday, February 15, 1991, Genie Miller,
second year day, and Sam Watson,
second year day, the students
responsible for the effort, presented Ms.
Wendy Edwards, the Administrative
Support Director of Brookland
Elementary School (located at the
corner of Michigan and Randolph
Roads, NE) with over $45,000.00 worth
of receipts. The elated Ms. Edwards
graciously accepted the receipts,
explaining that this provides one-half of

NEW GSA

3 740 12th Street, NE
Washington, DC 20017

BOARD

526-5030

the amount of receipts required for the
free Apple and IBM computers given
away by area grocerers.
"Four hundred and forty one students
are enrolled at Brookland Elementary
School in Kindergarten through Eighth
Grades," explained Ms. Edwards. "Last
year, the school was able to collect
enough receipts for two computers and
a printer," she said. Ms. Edwards is
hopeful that with the assistance provided
by the students of The Columbus School
of Law, Brookland Elementary School
will be able to obtain at least one more
computer for the students.
Again, thank you for all your efforts,
and look for more receipt envelopes
next year!

SPIL
Auction

Enjoy
Our
Authentic
Italian
Sandwiches,
Pasta
&

Congratulations! To the new Graduate
Student Association Board Members,
and thanks to all those who voted! The
new members are:
President: Tim Sifert (Politics)

••
••

Vice-President: Scott Brisendine*

Beverages
Convenient Hours for
Busy People
Monday-Saturday 9am-7pm
Sundays 9am-4pm

Otis

Secretary: Stacey Marie Palagano*
Treasurer: Carol Wheeler (History)

Newton

Senior Academic Senator: Jeff Arnold*

• 101
•
■

•

Street

Junior Academic Senator: Michael R.
Zarowny (Medieval Studies)

*Denotes law student.

There was a sparsely-yetenthusiastically attended Students for
Public Interest Law (SPIL) meeting on
Monday, February 18th. SPIL's
Auction/Happy Hour is scheduled for
Friday, April 12th. Visiting Associate
Professor Fred W. Bennett has
graciously agreed to be our auctioneer,
and we are hoping for other guest
appearances.
Committees have been formed for
soliciting donations and advertisements,
as well as for publicity. If you are
interested in SPIL or a SPIL
scholarship, see third years Kirsten
Haefele-Jennings, Brian Leaming, or
Beth Ernst.
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Classifieds
Editor's Note: In this column, Judicial
Notice continues to offer student
classifieds. We welcome your ads and
notices, whether in the fonn of
announcements, things wanted or for sale,
personal messages, or whatever.
Ads will cost ten cents per word
(roughly $1.00 per line), and will be due
prior to the deadline for submission. All
ads must be accompanied by check or
cash for the full amount. Checks may be
made payable to the Judicial Notice.
Serious ads and fun personals are both
included. Humorous personals are not
intended to insult, offend, or represent any
individual member of the Law School
Community. Both serious and humorous
messages are welcomed.

Student Tuition Increase Committee:
Anyone wishing to become involved with
the Committee regarding the drafting of
a formal proposal expressing student
concerns (which will be submitted to the
Administration) should contact Jeff
Arnold or Paul Sullivan, Second Year ·
Days.
Nothing to do but Study??? JN will be
forming a new staff in the next few
weeks. Lots of work, but lot's of fun.
Ask any staff member (And a good time
is had by all). Includes food too! Forms
will be distributed in mail boxes with a
Happy Hour gathering to be announced.
ATTENTION! If you have a family
member or close friend in the Gulf, give
us their name and unit, your name, and
your relationship to them. We will be
continually updating our "Keep us in
your thoughts and prayers" corner.

Join the World Wildlife Fund and help
Remember: Those in the Gulf. Contact protect endangered species and habitats
your local Red Cross and give blood.
around the world. For details call Joe
Morra at 301-881-7436.
Joe Morra at Blues Alley, March 14th.
TO'D: What are you going to do with all
your free time? See you in the Library
Congratulations!!! To Eric Simon on soon? (It's on the first floor of Leahy)
the birth of his daughter!
Dear Once Gentle Knight,
TO'D and the Outgoing SBA Board:
I think I know who you are and what
Thanks for a great year!
your situation is. I wish I could tell you
this in person, but I can't. Anyone who
writes like you, thinks like you, and is
New Courses: Proposals for new courses you will do fine. if you see a smile in the
for the curriculum should be directed to hall, give it a chance.
Paul E. Pisano, Student Representative
of the Curriculum Committee. The
Committee is planning now for next Hey GL,
semester's courses and your comments/
Didyafergityerkeesorwhut???
suggestions at this stage are needed. Of
particular interest are the courses
desired by student organizations. Please Anyone wishing to contact Rob Sweeney
· drop any suggestions in my mailbox · during Spring Break should send a
(second year day) or call me at 202- skywriting plane to Key West, where he
686-1067. Thanks!
will be beaching - it with the rest of the
Fear and Loathing in Key West Gang....
CONGRATULATIONS!!! To Sylvia
Brennan, Joan Vorrasi, and Tom O'Dea
for the success of the Ferraro lecture.
'

THANKS!! To Michelle, Jeff, Tom C.,
and Tom O'D. for a fantastic Barrister's.

Monique: Evidently I embarrassed you
with the poem. I didn't mean to. I'm
very sorry.

Announcing yet another seminar for law
students, this one entitled "How To Be
Bitter." Learn the fine art of developing
and maintaining unprecedented levels of
bitterness. Seminar will meet twice a
week at inconvenient times for a
miserable four-hours or more each
session. The professor will probably not
show, and the books will be out of print.
Learn such valuable skills as maintaining
bitterness even when the going gets
good, bitterness as a tool for the job search, and how to maintain a bitter
attitude long past law school and well
into your twilight years. For further
information, contact JD at the most
inconvenient times possible. Dial
1 - 800 - DEPRESS.
HAVE A GREAT SPRING BREAK!!!

Jimbo, why row? Are you busy? I think
you should attend the above mentioned
seminar -- JD might need some
pointers!

ATTENTION! Petitions are being
circulated for the canonization of St.
Joan of Vorrasi. You can sign more
than once.

"'; You r presen t plans are going to
succeed. 0

Tom O'Dea announres the new SBA members
at the SBA Happy Hour, February 8th.
Photo by TMC.

TAKE ADV ANT AGE
OF BAR/BRl'S
LIVE MPRE COURSES
Sat, March 2nd
l Oam, Georgetown
Sun, March l 0th
l Oam,GW

SILENCE THE LAMBS!

Special Video Replay
for CU
Monday, March l l th
5: 3 Opm, location TBA

OOJubn
BAR REVIEW

Third Year law students Michele Lang (University of Maryland), Beth Lang, Susan Bozinko, and·
Wendy Silverberg celebrate one of those "Kodak moments" at the 91 Days Until Graduation party
at the Front Page.
Pholo by TMC.

l 909 K Street,NW
202/833-3080

